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Abstract Several recent spatial filtering corrections for

Reynolds stress measured by single component hot-wire

probes were assessed using turbulent channel flow data

measured over a moderate Reynolds number range. Using

measurements with a variety of hot-wire lengths and aspect

ratios, the current work determines the impact of these

corrections on the actual magnitude and Reynolds number

dependence of the near-wall turbulent peak in Reynolds

stress and compares it to results from prior direct numerical

simulations of turbulent channel flow. Comparison of the

results following application of previously published cor-

rection schemes were found to produce similar results, with

some limitations observed for each technique. Comparison

to direct numerical simulation results suggested that addi-

tional corrections were needed to correct for end conduc-

tion effects. An additional modification for these effects

was devised which improved agreement between probes of

different lengths and aspect ratios and improved agreement

between the measured and direct numerical simulation

results.

1 Introduction

Considerable effort has been undertaken to understand the

mean flow and Reynolds stress scaling of wall-bounded

flows. This has led to numerous experimental facilities

being developed specifically to reach high Reynolds

number conditions. However, with the addition of these

new facilities, the instrumentation employed has to provide

with much higher spatial resolution, and frequency

response, in order to accurately capture the smallest scales

of turbulence. At high Reynolds numbers, hot-wire ane-

mometers continue to be used in the study of turbulence,

due to their frequency response characteristics.

As noted in Smits et al. (2011), a definition of high

Reynolds number wall-bounded flow is one where the

friction Reynolds number, Res ¼ hus=m, where us is the

friction velocity, m the kinematic viscosity, and h the

thickness of the wall layer, must be large enough so that a

well-defined log region of overlap forms between the

largest and smallest scales of turbulent eddies. A variety of

ranges have been cited as being required to achieve these

high Res conditions; ranging from Res � 5;000 (Smits

et al. 2011) to Res � 20;000 (Hultmark et al. 2012). For a

fixed h, this also requires that the sensor size must be

reduced to fully capture the eddies which scale on the order

of the Kolmogorov length scale, 1:5� 2:0 m=us near the

wall (Ligrani and Bradshaw 1987; Yakhot et al. 2010). If

these eddies are not fully resolved, the measured Reynolds

stresses are significantly lower than the true Reynolds

stress. As an example, to fully resolve these scales in a

facility with h of Oð0:1Þ m at Res ¼ 5;000 a hot-wire must

be Oð20Þ lm in length to fully resolve the smallest eddies,

which is not possible using most current methods of con-

structing hot-wires without significant end-conduction

error. Ligrani and Bradshaw (1987) was the first complete
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investigation into the effects of the ratio of length, l, to

diameter, d, as well as the viscous wire length, lþ ¼ lus=m
on the spatial resolution and end conduction of hot-wires in

wall-bounded turbulence. Their originally proposed rec-

ommendations to keep l=d [ 200 and lþ\20 have

remained largely intact despite more recent investigations

(for example see Hultmark et al. 2011; Hutchins et al.

2009; Li et al. 2004).

Limitations imposed by the geometry specifications

required to avoid hot-wire spatial filtering and end con-

duction effects have introduced difficulties in the mea-

surement of turbulence in high Res facilities. More recent

developments to address these limitations have included

new methods of creating nano-scale hot-wires using

MEMS techniques (Bailey et al. 2010; Vallikivi et al.

2011), which alleviates this problem. However, at the very

high values of Res which can be achieved in specialized

facilities, even these probes can be susceptible to spatial

filtering effects and require additional corrections (Hult-

mark et al. 2012, 2013).

To allow examination of the streamwise Reynolds

stress, u2, scaling in high Res flows, several correction

schemes have been recently proposed to counter the effects

of spatial filtering in the anisotropic turbulence of wall-

bounded flows (Chin et al. 2009, 2011; Hutchins et al.

2009; Monkewitz et al. 2010; Philip et al. 2013b; Segalini

et al. 2011; Smits et al. 2011).

These schemes vary significantly in their theoretical or

empirical bases but have largely been validated via filtered

DNS, or by comparing the collapse of corrected profiles at

different lþ using only the Hutchins et al. (2009) [and

sometimes the Ng et al. (2011)] data sets. Despite this

proliferation of correction schemes, very little comparison

between results corrected by the different schemes has

been performed. The exception being Segalini et al.

(2011), who compared their corrected results to those

found using the Monkewitz et al. (2010) and Marusic et al.

(2010) [an early form of the Smits et al. (2011) correction]

at a single Reynolds number. Here, we provide a com-

parison and evaluation of several of these new hot-wire

spatial correction schemes for streamwise Reynolds stress

by applying them to new moderate Reynolds number tur-

bulent channel flow data acquired with an array of hot-

wires. Based on these results, it was determined that

additional correction for end conduction effects is required

and a correction for these effects is developed and com-

bined with the Smits et al. (2011) correction. The results

were found produce a marked improvement in the agree-

ment between hot-wires of different lengths and aspect

ratios and with channel flow DNS.

2 Overview of recent correction schemes

A brief overview of recently proposed spatial filtering cor-

rection schemes for u2 is provided in Table 1. In the study

by Hutchins et al. (2009), a carefully matched set of hot-

wires was used to measure a turbulent boundary layer from

low to high Reynolds numbers. Analysis of the results

indicated that the Ligrani and Bradshaw constraint on lþ

may have resulted in an underestimated error in

u2þ ¼ u2
þ
=u2

s , leading to an approach to determine the

actual error for large lþ based on data from multiple facili-

ties. Hutchins et al. found that the recommendation of

l=d [ 200 was adequate to avoid any end-conduction

effects, but also found that relaxing this constraint will cause

severe attenuation throughout the log layer. Examination of

the measured value of the near-wall peak, u2þ
max, from

Table 1 Summary of recently proposed spatial filtering corrections for u2

References Flow type lþ Range l=d Range yþ Range Re Tested range

Hutchins et al. (2009) BL, C, P 11\lþ\153 l=d [ 200 Peak only, yþ � 15 Res\25;000

Chin et al. (2009) C lþ\30 l=d [ 200 Peak only, yþ � 15 Res ¼ 950 for BLa

Monkewitz et al. (2010) BL None specifiedb Correction for l=d provided yþ[ 10 Red�\50;000 for BL

Smits et al. (2011) BL, C, P lþ\150 None specified Entire profile Res\14;000 for BL, and

Res\3;000 for P

Segalini et al. (2011) BL, C, P None specified None specified Entire profile Res\14;000 for BL

Chin et al. (2011) BL, C, P lþ\60 Demonstrated

for lþ\153

None specified Entire profile Res\14;000 for BL

Philip et al. (2013b) BL, C, P lþ\40 None specified Entire profile Res\7;300 for BL and

Res\3;000 for C

BL boundary layer, P pipe flow, C channel flow
a While the method of Chin et al. (2009) has only been tested for a single Re, the author makes note that provided l=h is small this correction may

be applied up to Res � 7;000
b Monkewitz et al. (2010) indicate that at low values of lþ the typical correction is much larger than the error of a small wire (say, lþ ¼ 6)

compared to a wire of infinitely small length and provide no lower limit on lþ. Furthermore, no high lþ limit is mentioned
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numerous turbulent boundary layers led to the determination

of a relationship between measured value of u2þ
max and lþ

which follows

u2þ
max ¼ A log10ðResÞ � Blþ � C

lþ

Res

� �
þ D ð1Þ

where A ¼ 1:0747;B ¼ 0:0352;C ¼ 23:0833, and

D ¼ 4:8371. The spatial filtering effects were thus

encompassed in the second and third terms, leading to a

potential correction for the energy lost due to spatial fil-

tering of

u2þ
max

� �
t
¼ u2þ

max

� �
m
þBlþ þ C

lþ

Res

� �
ð2Þ

which is independent of flow type. Here, the subscripted t

indicates the true value and the subscripted m the measured

value.

The correction method of Chin et al. (2009) was deter-

mined using a channel flow direct numerical simulation

(DNS) data set with different spanwise filters to replicate

the effects of hot-wires with limited spatial resolution.

Their proposed correction takes a similar form to that of

Hutchins et al. and is

u2þ
max

� �
t
¼ u2þ

max

� �
m
þAlþ3 þ Blþ2 þ Clþ þ D ð3Þ

with the values of the constants determined from a curve fit

to the filtered DNS being A ¼ �1:94� 10�5;

B ¼ 1:83� 10�3;C ¼ 1:76� 10�2, and D ¼ �9:68�
10�2. Although the Chin et al. correction allowed for a

refinement of the lþ values investigated, it does not

encompass as wide a breadth of empirical results as the

Hutchins et al. correction and hence has a lower range of

validity in lþ, being limited to lþ\30.

The correction proposed by Monkewitz et al. (2010)

seeks to correct for both spatial filtering effects and the

thermal frequency response of hot-wires in zero-pressure

gradient turbulent boundary layers. The data of Hutchins

et al. (2009) and Ligrani and Bradshaw (1987) was com-

bined to find the form of a correction due to the separate

effects of lþ and l=d which may be applied to the entire u2
þ

profile for yþ[ 10. However the full form of the correc-

tion as proposed by Monkewitz et al. (2010) is applicable

only to zero-pressure gradient turbulent boundary layers

and will not be examined further in the present comparison

due to our use of turbulent channel flow data.

Chin et al. (2011) revisited their DNS analysis and

provided an updated correction to evaluate the missing

energy lost due to spatial filtering. The revised correction

modeled the missing energy, gðkþx ; kþz ; yþ; lþÞ for all yþ in

terms of kþx and kþz , the normalized wavelengths in the

streamwise and spanwise directions, respectively. This

model takes the form

gðkþx ; kþz ; yþ; lþÞ ¼ A exp � a� a0ð Þ2

ra
þ b� b0ð Þ2

rb

" # !

ð4Þ

and allows correction of the spectra and hence u2þ by

allowing the missing energy to be added back into u2þ
m . The

coefficients in Eq. 4 are not repeated here for brevity.

Although Eq. 4 was formulated for filter lengths up to

lþ ¼ 60, it was demonstrated to successfully correct the

data of Hutchins et al. (2009) for lþ as high as 153. A

principal advantage of this correction is its ability to cor-

rect the measured energy spectra, although this capability

will not be examined here.

The empirically determined Gaussian form used by Chin

et al. (2011) was verified by Philip et al. (2013b) who

treated spatial filtering as a linear filter applied along the

span of the wire. Using a box-type filter and a generalized

model of the spanwise correlation of the turbulence char-

acterized via the length scale k, Philip et al. found l=k to be

the most relevant parameter for the description of spatial

filtering effects. A correction was developed of the form

u2þ
m

u2þ
t

¼ 2

m

km

l
c m�1;

lm

km
m

� �
� km

l

� �
c 2m�1;

lm

km
m

� �� �
ð5Þ

where c is the incomplete Gamma function and the Rey-

nolds number and yþ dependence of k are modeled through

m and km. This analysis was further adapted for two-wire

probes in Philip et al. (2013a).

The spatial correction of Smits et al. (2011) is based on

the attached eddy hypothesis of Townsend (1976). The data

of Hutchins et al. (2009), Ng et al. (2011), and the results of

Chin et al. (2009) were combined with a functional form of

u2þ
t ¼ MðlþÞf ðyþÞ þ 1½ �u2þ

m ð6Þ

where M and f are functions describing the dependency of

the spatial filtering on wire viscous length and wall dis-

tance, respectively. These functions were given as

MðlþÞ ¼ A tanhðnlþÞ tanhðflþ � EÞ=u2þ
max ð7Þ

and

f ðyþÞ ¼ 15þ ln 2

yþ þ ln½eð15�yþÞ þ 1� ð8Þ

where A ¼ 6:13;E ¼ �1:26� 10�2; n ¼ 5:6� 10�2 and

f ¼ 8:6� 10�3. This correction is applicable over a wide

range of viscous wire lengths, 0\lþ\150, all wall dis-

tances, and can be applied to boundary layer, channel, and

pipe flows with apparent success.

The correction proposed by Segalini et al. (2011)

employs a unique approach to correcting the Reynolds

stress using two single hot-wires of different lengths to

construct the two-point correlation function and hence
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attenuation due to wire length of the true Reynolds stress,

while simultaneously producing an estimate of the Taylor

microscale. While this approach has the added requirement

of using two hot-wires of differing length at the same flow

conditions, its application is not limited to canonical wall-

bounded flow and it is free from fitting parameters,

assuming only statistically homogeneous flow along the

wire. Good results were found using both the DNS

of Schlatter and Örlü (2010) and the data of Hutchins et al.

(2009) to evaluate this approach. Further modifications to

this correction for higher-order moments are provided in

Talamelli et al. (2013).

To compare these corrections, we applied them to a

data set acquired over a range of lþ; l=d and Res in a

turbulent channel flow. The corrected results were evalu-

ated by both examining the ability of the correction to

collapse Reynolds stress profiles acquired with different

hot-wires and the same flow condition as well as by

comparison to the DNS results of Hoyas and Jiménez

(2006) and Lozano-Durán and Jiménez (2014). Due to the

calibration of the Monkewitz et al. (2010) correction for

turbulent boundary layers, we will concentrate our com-

parison to the Hutchins et al. (2009), Chin et al. (2009,

2011), Smits et al. (2011), Segalini et al. (2011),

and Philip et al. (2013b) corrections.

3 Experimental apparatus

The experiments were conducted in the turbulent channel

flow facility located in the Experimental Fluid Dynamics

Laboratory at the University of Kentucky. A schematic of

the facility is provided in Fig. 1. This facility has been

designed to produce fully developed turbulent, plane

Poiseuille flow at the channel centerline. The channel had a

half height of h ¼ 50:8 mm and an aspect ratio of 9:1 to

ensure quasi-2D flow at the centerline (Zanoun and Durst

2003). This allowed for Reynolds numbers of up to

Reh ¼ 94;000, and Res ¼ 4;200 based on area averaged

velocity, Ub, and us respectively. A boundary layer trip

consisting of a 50-mm-wide section of 120-grit sand paper

followed by a 100-mm-wide section of 60-grit sandpaper

was located at the channel inlet. The distance from the

channel inlet to the test section was 246 h, allowing the

turbulence to reach a fully developed state naturally (Monty

2005) before entering the channel test section. The test

section was 24 h long, with an instrumentation plug located

at its center. Following the test section, an additional 12-h-

long conditioning section maintained a consistent pressure

gradient inside the test section. Surface roughness was

measured on a sample of the test section wall using a stylus

surface profilometer. The sample was found to have an rms

roughness height of 268 nm along the grain of the

aluminum and 334 nm across the grain, approximately

2.5 % of the viscous length at the highest Reynolds number

reported here.

The hot-wire probes used in this study were constructed

by soldering Wollaston wire onto Auspex boundary-layer-

type hot-wire prongs. This wire was then etched to specific

sensing lengths in the range l ¼ 0:50 to 1:65 mm corre-

sponding to l=d between 200 and 603. The probe was

driven by a Dantec Streamline Constant Temperature

Anemometer (CTA) system at an overheat ratio of 1:5 to

1:6 to ensure very small probe drift over the course of an

experiment and cut-off frequency of fc [ 35 kHz as

determined by a square wave test. To traverse the probes in

the channel, a nano-stepping traverse with a high-accuracy

linear encoder was used (500 nm resolution and �3 lm

accuracy). The hot-wire could thus be accurately posi-

tioned relative to the wall using an electrical contact switch

which triggered at the initial probe position for each

measurement. The distance of the probe to the wall at the

initial location was determined with a Titan Tool Supply Z-

axis ZDM-1 microscope with an accuracy of �5 lm.

Calibration of the probes took place in-situ, directly

prior to and following a measurement run using a Pitot

probe located at the channel centerline. Both the pre- and

post-calibrations and the actual run bridge voltages were

corrected in post-processing for any temperature varia-

tions (Tavoularis 2005) measured within the channel by a

thermistor probe. Measured bridge voltages were filtered at

30 kHz and digitized by a National Instruments PCI-6123

data acquisition card with 16-bit resolution. The acquisition

time for each run, ts, was selected at each Res to capture at

least 100 instances of the largest structures (which have

been found to be Oð20hÞ, Monty et al. 2007) to ensure

converged statistics. Following acquisition, a fourth-order

polynomial was used to fit the calibration curves. The

largest allowed probe drift between pre-calibration and

post-calibration was 0.7 % of the centerline velocity.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the turbulent channel flow facility used in this

study
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Table 2 contains the nominal parameters for each hot-

wire. Measurements were conducted at six Reynolds

numbers to produce a variation in lþ from 5.5 to 121. One

important consideration when designing the experiment

was the viscous time scale, tþ. Hutchins et al. (2009) found

that tþ � 3 will adequately resolve the temporal fluctua-

tions to an error of \0:1 %. The 30-kHz cutoff filter

employed in these experiments imposed a constraint on

these measurements, but for all cases tþ\3. Thus, even at

the highest Reynolds numbers, the error due to temporal

resolution is expected to be very small.

To determine the friction velocity, two methods were

used. The channel facility is outfitted with static pressure

taps every 12 h along its length which allow determination

of the pressure loss in the fully developed section of the

channel using a simple momentum balance (see, for

example Pope 2000). One alternate method of determining

the friction velocity is to use the Clauser chart

method (Clauser 1956). Both approaches were found to be

in good agreement, to within less than 3 %. However, the

Clauser chart method was found to result reduced variation

in us at the same Res compared to the pressure drop method

due to the relatively low sensitivity of the pressure trans-

ducer used for the static pressure measurements. Therefore,

here we will use the value of us determined using the

Clauser chart approach, which was found to vary between

profiles by �1 % to �3 % at each measured Reynolds

number.

4 Uncorrected results

The Reynolds stress profiles without corrections applied

are plotted in Fig. 2. The effects of spatial filtering are

readily apparent with increasing Res (reducing viscous

length scale) and as wire length is increased. To further

highlight the scatter introduced by wire dimension effects,

the peak in Reynolds stress, u2þ
max , is provided in Fig. 3 and

compared to the values extracted from the turbulent

channel DNS of Hoyas and Jiménez (2006) and Lozano-

Durán and Jiménez (2014). Here, the effects of spatial

filtering are clearly discernible, and the measured u2þ
max is

consistently lower than the DNS values and increasingly

diverges from the DNS trend as the Reynolds number

increases and viscous length decreases.

The results of Figs. 2 and 3 clearly reflect the sensor-

dependent bias introduced into the measurements of u2þ.

For example, at Res ¼ 2;000, at lþ ¼ 61 a 40 % difference

was observed between the measured and DNS value of

u2þ
max.

5 Comparison of spatial filtering corrections

We now compare results from the different corrections

developed to counter the spatial filtering effects demon-

strated in Figs. 2 and 3. First, we examine the Hutchins

et al. and Chin et al. corrections, which are both intended to

correct the magnitude of the near-wall peak. The measured

values presented in Fig. 3 are shown corrected using the

Hutchins et al. correction in Fig. 4a and using the Chin

et al. correction in Fig. 4b. Noting that the Chin et al.

correction is described as being valid only for lþ\30, data

points outside this range are presented as gray symbols.

The results are surprisingly different between the two

corrections. The Hutchins et al. correction corrects u2þ
max to

with a scatter of �� 4 % centered on the DNS trend for

Res\2;000. For Res [ 2;000, the corrected values appear

to deviate from trend exhibited by the DNS. The Chin et al.

correction also corrects the results to approximately the

same level of agreement (�� 4 %), at least for cases

where lþ\30, as illustrated in Fig. 4b. However, the trend

exhibited by the corrected results is clearly different from

that of Hutchins et al. correction, with an increased Res

dependence observed. When lþ exceeded 30, the correction

began to fail due to the third-order polynomial used for lþ

achieving a maximum and reversing its trend. As a result,

the lþ ¼ 121 wire at Res ¼ 4;200 corrected to a negative

value of u2þ (and therefore not appearing in Fig. 4b).

These first two corrections applied have limited utility

due to being confined to the near-wall peak. Therefore, the

corrections of Smits et al. (2011), Segalini et al.

Table 2 Nominal parameters

for hot-wire probes used in this

study and corresponding figure

symbol

Symbols l (mm) d (lm) Material type lþ@ Res

700 1,000 1,600 2,200 3,000 4,200

5 0.50 2.5 Pt N/A N/A N/A 18 27 37

	 0.56 2.5 Pt-Rh 7.0 11 16 23 N/A N/A

0.90 2.5 Pt-Rh 11 17 25 37 N/A N/A


 0.90 5.0 Pt -Rh 11 17 25 37 N/A N/A

h 1.49 2.5 Pt-Rh 18 29 42 60 N/A N/A

1.49 5.0 Pt-Rh 18 29 42 60 N/A N/A

H 1.65 5.0 Pt-Rh N/A N/A N/A 61 87 121
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(2011), Chin et al. (2011), and Philip et al. (2013b) are

more useful due to their ability to correct the entire profile.

The u2þ profiles shown in Fig. 2 following application of

the Smits et al. correction are shown in Fig. 5. The effec-

tiveness of these corrections becomes readily apparent

when comparing Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. Although there are

some profiles which are not in complete agreement with the

others, in general, the correction successfully collapses the

data from the disparate wire lengths at nearly all yþ loca-

tions and results in good agreement with the DNS profiles

at corresponding Res.

The agreement between the data sets can be examined in

greater detail by looking at the corrected u2þ
max values,

shown in Fig. 4c. Here, it can be observed that the resulting

values agree to within the same level of agreement as the

Hutchins et al. (2009) and Chin et al. (2009) corrections

(�� 4 %). However, as observed with the Chin et al.

(2009) correction, the values of u2þ
max are typically lower

than that exhibited by the DNS trend. For Res [ 2;000, the

values of u2þ
max are in better agreement than they were fol-

lowing application of the Hutchins et al. correction, and

better follow the trend expected from the DNS results.

We next examine the correction of Segalini et al.

(2011), with the u2þ profiles corrected using this approach

provided in Fig. 6. As this correction requires two values

measured at the same location and Res but having different

wire length, we used one hot-wire as a consistent reference

to correct the remaining hot-wires.

Two observations are readily apparent when examining

the results presented in Fig. 6. The first is that application

of the correction to the l ¼ 0:56 mm probe profile is clearly

unsuccessful, potentially due to the relative importance of

spatial filtering to other sources of error being small,

resulting in the correction compensating for error due to

other sources. However, if we ignore that particular profile,

the second observation which can be immediately made is

that the remaining profiles exhibit improved collapse rel-

ative to the other corrections.

This collapse is particularly evident in the corrected

values of u2þ
max, shown in Fig. 4d. Neglecting the l ¼

0:56 mm probe result, for Res\2;000 the corrected u2þ
max

values are remarkably close to the trend exhibited by the

DNS and within �� 3 % of each other.

Using the collapse of the data on the DNS trend as a

metric for success of the correction, it would appear that

this correction is most successful. However, this could be

Fig. 2 Measured profiles of u2þ

plotted in inner coordinates.

DNS results of Hoyas and

Jiménez (2006) at Res ¼
550; 950 and 2,000 and Lozano-

Durán and Jiménez (2014) at

Res ¼ 4;200 are plotted as a

solid line. a Res ¼ 700;

b Res ¼ 1;000; c Res ¼ 1;600;

and d Res� 2;200. Symbols as

in Table 2

Fig. 3 Measured maximum in streamwise Reynolds stress as a

function of Reynolds number. Symbols as in Table 2. Solid line and

times symbol indicate values from Hoyas and Jiménez (2006) and

Lozano-Durán and Jiménez (2014) turbulent channel flow DNS
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fortuitous, as the corrected profiles in Fig. 6 lie above the

DNS profiles for yþ[ 15 , and the improved collapse is

due to the use of a consistent reference probe to correct the

different length wires. To illustrate this second point, the

corrections were repeated with all possible combinations of

probes, and the results are also shown as gray symbols on

Fig. 4d. When all combinations of probes are considered,

the resulting trend is similar to the Smits et al. corrected

Fig. 4 Measured maximum in

streamwise Reynolds stress as a

function of Reynolds number

corrected using the: a Hutchins

et al. (2009) correction; b Chin

et al. (2009) correction; c Smits

et al. (2011) correction;

d Segalini et al. (2011)

correction; e Chin et al. (2011)

correction; f Philip et al.

(2013b) correction; and g Smits

et al. (2011) correction modified

to account for end conduction

effects as described in Sect. 6.

Symbols as in Table 2. Solid line

and times symbol indicate

values from Hoyas and Jiménez

(2006) and Lozano-Durán and

Jiménez (2014) DNS

Fig. 5 Measured profiles of u2þ

corrected using the Smits et al.

(2011) correction, plotted in

inner coordinates. DNS results

of Hoyas and Jiménez (2006) at

Res ¼ 550, 950 and 2,000 and

Lozano-Durán and Jiménez

(2014) at Res ¼ 4;200 are

plotted as a solid line.

a Res ¼ 700; b Res ¼ 1;000;

c Res ¼ 1;600; and

d Res� 2;200. Symbols as in

Table 2
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results, however, with an increased scatter and more

outliers.

One possible source of the increased scatter with this

correction is that the two-point correlation used to estimate

the true value of u2þ requires that the wires were measuring

under the exact same conditions. Any differences in the

flow environment, or even any experimental error in one of

the calibration curves, would be amplified in the corrected

value of u2þ. Hence, it would be expected that improved

results would be achieved if both wires were measuring

simultaneously. Another note on this correction is that it

was found that minimization of the two-point correlation

function was very sensitive to initial conditions. However,

this will depend mainly on the least squares minimization

function used to find solutions to the two-point correlation

function. The success of this correction will be dependent

on the quality of the source profiles and small errors can be

amplified by the correction.

The next correction which will be examined is that of

Chin et al. (2011) and the corrected profiles of u2þ are

shown in Fig. 7.1 The resulting profiles are comparable to

those corrected using Smits et al. (2011) with two notable

exceptions. The first being improved agreement between

the profiles at high Reynolds numbers for yþ\15 and the

second being the lþ ¼ 121 profile at Res ¼ 4;200 appear-

ing under-corrected in the range 20\yþ\700, suggesting

less reliability at high values of lþ. Note that similar

behavior can be observed when closely examining Fig. 8 of

Chin et al. (2011) at lþ ¼ 153 and Res ¼ 14;000. The

similarity between the Chin et al. (2011) and Smits et al.

(2011) corrected results is further reflected in the corrected

values of u2þ
max, shown in Fig. 4e.

Finally, the u2þ profiles corrected using the Philip et al.

(2013b) correction are presented in Fig. 8. For Res\1;600

the results were comparable to those corrected using

the Smits et al. (2011) and Chin et al. (2011). However for

increasingly large lþ the results were under-corrected, most

notably when lþ[ 35. This similarity to the Chin et al.

(2011) and Smits et al. (2011) corrected results and over-

correction at higher lþ is further reflected in the corrected

values of u2þ
max, shown in Fig. 4e.

Thus, most of the corrections produce collapse in u2þ

measured with different probes at the same conditions to

within the roughly the same level of agreement, �� 4 %.

This is consistent with the validations presented in each of

the papers describing the corrections whereby the metric

for success is the agreement between the corrected results

from two or more probes measured under the same con-

ditions. To provide a more detailed assessment of the dif-

ferences between the corrections, the profile measured by

the l ¼ 0:95 mm; d ¼ 2:5 lm probe at Res ¼ 1;000 cor-

rected using the different approaches is compared to the

DNS results of Hoyas and Jiménez (2006) at Res ¼ 950 in

Fig. 9. Since the same wire can be combined with different

probes for the Segalini et al. (2011) correction, the com-

bination which best agreed with the DNS is shown as

symbols, and the remaining combinations are shown as

gray lines.

Fig. 6 Measured profiles of u2þ

corrected using the Segalini

et al. (2011) correction, plotted

in inner coordinates. DNS

results of Hoyas and Jiménez

(2006) at Res ¼ 550; 950 and

2,000 and Lozano-Durán and

Jiménez (2014) at Res ¼ 4;200

are plotted as a solid line.

a Res ¼ 700; b Res ¼ 1; 000;

c Res ¼ 1;600; and

d Res� 2;200. Symbols as in

Table 2

1 Note that to reproduce Fig. 4 in Chin et al. (2011), we had to

change the denominator of the first term in their Eq. 11 from

ð3:35yþÞ3:25
to 3:35ðyþÞ3:25

.
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Due to end wall effects, the DNS may not accurately

represent the true value of u2þ for this facility. However, we

found that for yþ[ 80, there is quite good agreement

between the DNS and the results corrected by the Smits

et al. (2011), Chin et al. (2011) and Philip et al. (2013b)

corrections. The Segalini et al. (2011) corrected results

were generally higher than the DNS for yþ[ 25 and were

consistently lower than the DNS for yþ\15. The sensitivity

of this correction to the probe combination selected is

apparent. Close inspection of the remaining three correc-

tions shows that the shape of the near-wall peak is slightly

affected by the correction selected. Although there was very

little difference between the Chin et al. (2011) and Philip

et al. (2013b) corrected results, which were slightly lower

than the DNS for yþ\27, the Smits et al. (2011) corrected

profile were slightly lower than the DNS for 15\yþ\50.

Due to the possibility of propagation of error from other

sources, it is not possible to know which of these three

corrections is the most accurate. However, all three of these

corrections were within 3 % of the DNS at yþ ¼ 15, rep-

resenting a remarkable level of agreement given the very

different approaches used to devise each correction.

Fig. 7 Measured profiles of u2þ

corrected using the Chin et al.

(2011) correction, plotted in

inner coordinates. DNS results

of Hoyas and Jiménez (2006) at

Res ¼ 550, 950 and 2,000 and

Lozano-Durán and Jiménez

(2014) at Res ¼ 4;200 are

plotted as a solid line.

a Res ¼ 700; b Res ¼ 1;000;

c Res ¼ 1;600; and

d Res� 2;200. Symbols as in

Table 2

Fig. 8 Measured profiles of u2þ

corrected using the Philip et al.

(2013b) correction, plotted in

inner coordinates. Symbols

shown in gray represent profiles

where lþ was outside the stated

range of validity for the

correction. DNS results of

Hoyas and Jiménez (2006) at

Res ¼ 550, 950 and 2,000 and

Lozano-Durán and Jiménez

(2014) at Res ¼ 4;200 are

plotted as a solid line.

a Res ¼ 700; b Res ¼ 1;000;

c Res ¼ 1;600; and

d Res� 2;200. Symbols as in

Table 2
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6 Modification for end conduction effects

Excepting the Hutchins et al. correction, the corrected

values of u2þ
max were typically found to correct to slightly

below the DNS value at equivalent Res, most noticeably for

Res\2;000. However, the corrections employed here focus

solely on the parameter lþ to characterize the spatial fil-

tering effects, assuming uniform filtering along the wire

and negligible end conduction effects. These end conduc-

tion effects can be characterized by a ‘cold length’ repre-

senting the length of wire effectively cooled by the

support (Perry 1982). The cold length is defined as

lc ¼ d

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kwu

4kaNu

r
ð9Þ

where kw and ka are the thermal conductivity of the wire

and air evaluated at the film temperature, Nu the Nusselt

number and u the overheat ratio of the wire (Tavoularis

2005). For a particular physical length of wire, a shorter

cold length implies a larger sensing length and hence

greater susceptibility to spatial filtering. We also note that

the cold length will exhibit Reynolds number sensitivity

through Nu and hence introduce additional wall-normal

and Reynolds number dependence into the spatial filtering

experienced by the wire.

The present data set was acquired at relatively low

overheat ratios of u ¼ 1:5 to 1:6 and using Pt-Rh

(kw ¼ 38 Wm�1 K�1) wires. We therefore can anticipate

that the cold length of these wires will be shorter than that

for the u ¼ 1:8; Pt ðkw ¼ 72 Wm�1 K�1) hot-wires used

by Hutchins et al. (2009) and Chin et al. (2011), the data

sets used to formulate and validate the corrections

examined in the previous section (with the notable excep-

tion being the Hutchins et al. correction). Therefore, it

would appear that modifications are required to allow the

corrections to account for non-uniform heat distribution

and end conduction effects.

We introduce an effective wire length, leff ¼ l� 2lc, to

describe the actual active length of the wire and account for

the modification to the wire active length due to end con-

duction. Furthermore, as noted in Hultmark et al. (2011),

the original recommendation by Ligrani and Bradshaw to

avoid end conduction effects using l=d [ 200 is valid only

for platinum wires at ‘‘typical’’ velocities and atmospheric

pressure. Hultmark et al. propose a new parameter to

characterize end conduction effects which accounts for

many of the variables which could affect the response of

the probe

C ¼ u
l

lc
: ð10Þ

Figure 10 is adapted from Hultmark et al. (2011) and

shows the dependency of u2
m=u2

t on C using the Ligrani

and Bradshaw data at yþ � 15. These results can be rep-

resented by the function

u2
m

u2
t

					
yþ�15

¼ 1� gðCÞ ð11Þ

where

gðCÞ ¼ 20ðCþ 2:7Þ�2:2 ð12Þ

as illustrated using the solid line in Fig. 10.

This expression can thus be used to correct for aspect

ratio effects present in hot-wire measurements at yþ � 15.

However, noting that end conduction acts through a deg-

radation of the frequency response of the probe, the degree

to which the probe’s response is damped due to end con-

duction will be dependent on the frequency content of the

turbulence and hence exhibit yþ dependance. A simple

approach to extend gðCÞ to other wall-normal locations can

be made by assuming separable variables and extending the

wall-normal dependence of the turbulence described by

f ðyþÞ in the Smits et al. (2011) correction to the frequency

domain using Taylor’s hypothesis. Thus

u2
m

u2
t

¼ 1� gðCÞf ðyþÞU=Umax ð13Þ

where U is the local mean velocity and Umax is the mean

velocity at yþ ¼ 15. Thus, Eq. 13 allows the correction for

end conduction effects throughout the wall layer.

To demonstrate these modifications for end conduction

effects, we incorporated them into the Smits et al. (2011)

correction. The resulting form of the correction is

Fig. 9 l ¼ 0:9 mm d ¼ 2:5 lm wire results at Res ¼ 1;000 corrected

using: (circle) Smits et al. (2011; square) Segalini et al. (2011;

triangle) Chin et al. (2011); and (inverted triangle) Philip et al.

(2013b) corrections. Gray lines indicate results from Segalini et al.

(2011) correction determined using different probes as reference.

Black line indicates profile from Res ¼ 950 from Hoyas and Jiménez

(2006)
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u2þ
t ¼

Mðlþeff Þf ðyþÞ þ 1

ð1� f ðyþÞ U

Umax
gðCÞ

2
4

3
5u2þ

m : ð14Þ

It was found that letting E ¼ �0:05 was sufficient to

convert the empirical function MðlþÞ, given by Eq. 7, to

Mðlþeff Þ.
The u2þ profiles following application of this correction

are presented in Fig. 11. Although the corrected results

appear largely unchanged when compared to the original

Smits et al. corrected results of Fig. 5, the subtle differ-

ences become more apparent when examining u2þ
max shown

in Fig. 4g. Whereas the standard Smits et al. correction

collapsed u2þ
max to within �4 %, with the modifications for

end conduction effects, this improves to �3 %.

Considering that the 1–3 % scatter in the estimates of us

would propagate to a 2–6 % scatter in u2þ, it appears that

the scatter observed in Fig. 4g can be attributed to uncer-

tainty in us rather than inaccuracy in the correction. In

addition to improved collapse of the different length probes

for Res� 2;000, there is also better agreement between the

two probes which were used to measure for Res [ 2;000

and closer agreement with the DNS trend, particularly for

Res� 1;000.

To demonstrate the suitability of these modifications for

other data sets, they were also applied to the measurements

of Hultmark et al. (2010) for pipe flow at Res\3;200 using

two different sets of hot-wires. The first set had l=d ¼ 160,

with a constant physical length and thus lþ increased with

Res. The second set used hot-wires with the sensing length

adjusted such that lþ ¼ 20 at each Reynolds number. The

results from this study suggested that, in pipe flows, the

magnitude of the near-wall peak is invariant with Res. This

was in contrast to observations from channel flow DNS (for

example Hoyas and Jiménez 2006) and boundary layers

(for example DeGraaff and Eaton 2000; Hutchins et al.

2009) which indicate that the near-wall peak increases with

Res. As detailed in Örlü and Alfredsson (2013), this was

also in contrast to the DNS results of Wu and Moin (2008),

and observations from recent low Reynolds numbers

experiments (for example Ng et al. 2011) which found the

Res dependence of u2þ
max to be similar to that of channel

flow. Despite these inconsistencies, the Hultmark et al.

observations have remained largely intact through exten-

sions of the original study to higher Res using MEMS-

based hot-wires (Hultmark et al. 2012, 2013) with only a

moderate increase in u2þ
max evident with Res.

Fig. 10 The dependency of maximum measured streamwise Rey-

nolds stress on end conduction effects measured by Ligrani and

Bradshaw (1987). Solid line is Eq. 11. (figure adapted from Hultmark

et al. 2011)

Fig. 11 Measured profiles of

u2þ corrected using the Smits

et al. correction modified to

account for end conduction

effects. DNS results of Hoyas

and Jiménez (2006) at

Res ¼ 550, 950 and 2,000

and Lozano-Durán and Jiménez

(2014) at Res ¼ 4;200 are

plotted as a solid line.

a s Res ¼ 700; b Res ¼ 1;000;

c Res ¼ 1;600; and

d Res� 2;200. Symbols as in

Table 2
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As expected, and shown in Fig. 12, the measured value

of the near-wall peak for the Hultmark et al. (2010) data

shows strong dependence on lþ with the two different sets

of wires measuring different values at each value of Res.

Interestingly, when the standard Smits et al. spatial filtering

correction was applied, the agreement between the probes

actually decreased. However, when the additional modifi-

cations for end conduction effects were incorporated, the

two sets of wires were found to have nearly perfect

agreement in the values of u2þ
max and no noticeable increase

in Res dependence. Thus, the independence of the near-

wall peak with increasing Res observed by Hultmark et al.

cannot be attributed to spatial filtering or end conduction

effects.

7 Conclusions

An investigation was conducted using new turbulent

channel flow data investigating the effectiveness of several

hot-wire spatial resolution corrections for the streamwise

Reynolds stress measured in wall-bounded turbulence.

When used within their suggested range of lþ, all correc-

tions were found to be effective in that they all collapsed

the results from different wires to within the same

�� 4 %. Given the varied nature of the corrections, the

success and agreement of the corrections was notable.

Some weaknesses in the corrections were also observed

during their application. The Hutchins et al. (2009)

and Chin et al. (2009) corrections are limited to the near-

wall peak, and the Philip et al. (2013b) correction was

found to significantly over-correct for lþ[ 35. The Sega-

lini et al. (2011) correction, which utilizes results from two

different spatially filtered probes, exhibited strong sensi-

tivity to the probe combination employed, resulting in

amplification of small experimental uncertainties.

However, it should also be noted that this approach is the

only one which is valid in non-canonical wall-bounded

flow.

For canonical cases, the Chin et al. (2011) correction is

the only one which currently offers the ability to correct

measured spectra. However, it should be noted that for the

highest lþ case, this correction was found to under-correct

within a limited yþ range within the profile, suggesting that

the range of validity ends somewhere between an lþ of 90

and 120.

Comparison between the corrected results and DNS

suggested that, even with hot-wires where l=d� 200,

additional corrections were necessary to account for end

conduction effects. A simple correction for these effects

was devised using the C parameter developed by Hultmark

et al. (2011) and was incorporated into the Smits et al.

(2011) correction. When this correction was applied, it

produced further reduction in the scatter of the corrected

results and resulted in improved agreement with the DNS,

particularly at the highest Reynolds numbers measured.

The correction was also successfully demonstrated using

the pipe flow measurements of Hultmark et al. (2010). The

corrected results preserved the Res invariance of the near-

wall peak, which had been observed in the original data,

indicating that this observed invariance could not be

attributed to spatial filtering or end-conduction effects.
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